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Technology

Microsoft Active Directory

Microsoft Azure Active Directory

Microsoft ADFS

Microsoft Business to Business (B2B)

Microsoft Business to Customer (B2C)

SailPoint

Target Systems

Customer and Partner Facing Systems

Line of Business (LOB) Applications 

Processes

Life Cycle Management 

Audit and compliance

Identity proofing

Partnerships

Authentication, including 
MFA

Authorization

Identity management

Directory services

NO!

Technical IAM Scope
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IAM influences & supports:

• Libraries, local 
history and 
archives

• Constituent 
records

• Business and 
commerce

• Education and 
Learning

• Transport

• Care, support 
and health

• Recreation

• Children and 
families

• Council 
operations

• Jobs, training and 
volunteering

From the client website 
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Initiatives that rely on IAM: 

• Constituent 
Portal 

• Registrations

• Social Service 
Requests

• Business 
Portal

• Real Estate 
Transactions

• Title Searches

• Licensing

• Educational 
Services

• Parent/Teacher 
Scheduling

• Contract 
Management

Related business services 
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Value: What Is Important to Your Stakeholders?

Effectiveness
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Source: Demonstrate Control Over User Access With IAM Effectiveness Metrics (G00326959)

https://www.gartner.com/document/3863776
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Business Case: You’ll Need Metrics to Prove 
IAM’s Value

Coverage:
• Number of password reset calls to the help desk.

• Percentage of access-related transactions fulfilled via policies instead of 
access requests.

Performance:
• Coverage and level of control over account repositories.

• Administrative leverage delivered by roles.

• Number/severity of audit findings.

Effectiveness:
• Employee, developer and customer satisfaction survey results.

• Ease of onboarding new customers.

• Additional reach of SSO solutions.

• New ways of doing business.

Analysis
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Define IAM Metrics at Conception  

Initiatives
(Projects)

Operations

Business
Case

Architecture

Roadmap

Vision

*What’s in it for Me?

PMO
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Identify Meaningful, Quantifiable IAM Metrics

Ensure that any metric will drive action or change!

Define

metrics

Identify

metrics

Desired

outcomes

Identify

stakeholders

Validate

approach

Collect, 

report

Agree

document

Feasibility

frequency

Metric Identification Process
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KPI/KRI Pairings

Key Performance 

Indicator

Key Risk Indicator Associated Metrics

Provide Appropriate 

User Access

Excessive Access 

Privileges

Users with sensitive 

application access over 

a particular threshold

Protected Intellectual 

Property

Uncontrolled Fileshares Users with 

unconstrained fileshare

access 

Controlled Contractor 

Access

Unsponsored 

Contractors, 

Contractors Without 

Expiration Date

Contractor profiles 

without sponsors or 

expiration dates
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Leaders to IAM staff: 
“Add general business knowledge to your technical skills”

Base: n=93 Gartner Research Circle Members; Excluding ‘Don’t know’

Q04. And, what are the top 3 most important business skills or capabilities that IAM principals or 
staff/personnel need to learn to augment their technical skills? Please rank up to three, 
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Recommendations

Speak the language of your customer

Leverage meaningful customer metrics to support your IAM business case.

Start defining metrics from the moment IAM program initiatives 
are conceived.

Provide forecasts and historical context for metrics used in the IAM business 
case.



Learn how the RadiantOne federated identity and directory service uses 
advanced virtualization to provide:

– A business-agile consolidation strategy—Bring acquisitions online in days, not months by 
federating existing directories and identity sources.

– A single place to point key applications—Integrate user accounts from any source for a “logical” 
central point of authentication and access.

– A seamless, frictionless user experience—Provide streamlined log-ins and SSO for employees, 
providers, payers, and patients.

– A complete solution—Achieve SSO, plus federated access, registration, and user management 
with RadiantOne and the CFS authentication portal.

– A super-scalable data store—Scale up to millions of users and queries with HDAP, the world’s 
first big data-driven directory.

Agenda



The World of IAM is Expanding: 
Identity is at the Center and is the New Perimeter 

Beyond a point solution, 
the need for 
modernization



The Challenge for Most Enterprises & Organizations?
A Fragmented Identity System



The adoption and progressive transition to the cloud (full or hybrid 
model) increase the need for integration



Federation Integrates Access (SSO)…
How About the Identity Part? (Non SAML apps, SQL/DBs, etc)

The AD integration 
challenge is 
addressed by ADFS 
and other IdPs…

But what about 
databases, other 
directories, and 
non-federated 
applications?

?



Integrate Your Infrastructure with a Federated Identity and 
Directory Service



Provisioning and Syncing Identities to the Cloud with RadiantOne

Legacy Web Applications Cloud Applications

AD LDAP

Application Layer

Federated Identity and 

Directory Service (FID)

Database
Active

Directory

LDAP

Directory

Syncing and Provisioning

Cloud Directories/IDaaS



RadiantOne Delivers Identity as a Foundational Security Service

– Authentication:

• Integrate and federate your identity sources into a common hub

• Broker authentication for your portal, federations, and applications

– RadiantOne goes further…

• Authorization: Deliver attributes and rich profiles for smarter security 
policies

• Migration and Consolidation: Modernize your aging directory 
infrastructure



A Systematic & Progressive Approach
Levels of Identity and Directory Integration



Upgrade Your Infrastructure in a Step-Wise Way

• Integration Plan

– Inventory what exists and map to a global model

– Aggregate and correlate identities to build a unique reference list

– Join identities to create global profiles

– Rationalize groups

– Model needed application-specific virtual views

– Cache resulting views for speed and scalability

• Cache is automatically kept in sync with backend changes



FID based on virtualization: Local systems publishing to a logically 
centralized directory (manage globally, act locally)

• Acting as an abstraction layer between applications and the underlying identity 
silos, virtualization isolates applications from the complexity of back-ends.



• The RadiantOne Federated Identity and Directory Service is made of 
two main parts:

– An integration layer based on virtualization

• Used for analysis and design

• Ensures business continuity during migration

• In-place directory migration: Remapping and caching the original directory

– A caching and storage layer 

• Highly Available Directory Access Protocol (HDAP)

– Based on big data technologies

– Fully LDAP compatible with a modern architecture

RadiantOne Federated Identity and Directory Service Components: 
An integration layer and a scalable storage/caching layer

Integration Layer

HDAP

Storage



RadiantOne Delivers Agility to the IT Team

• Speed Integration 
– Integrate new constituencies, customers, partners, employees into 

existing environment

– Connect users to new platforms

– Migrate and modernize older directory and identity platforms with 
minimal impact to applications or business process

• Decouple Applications from the Infrastructure
– Reduce impact of replacement and upgrades

– Consolidate Access Management and Identity Stores

– Reduce complexity, support overhead and ongoing maintenance costs

– Increase reliability, stability, and availability 



RadiantOne FID is the Foundation for your Identity 
Integration



• Future-proof your directory with a new storage and architecture based on virtualization 
and big data technologies:

– Easily migrate away from old LDAP directories with tools that allow you to analyze and design without disrupting 
the existing infrastructure.

– Better scalability
– Higher performance

• Address custom data requirements:
– Customizations/computations can be done at the RadiantOne layer, enabling each application to focus on the 

services they provide.
– Each application can have its own “virtual view” with specific mappings, computations, and attributes.

• Consolidation-minded organizations need a better way to securely streamline 
authentication and access to key enterprise applications across every user population—
and realize faster business value out of new acquisitions.

• Maximize your ROI
– Replace outdated traditional LDAP infrastructures with something more flexible and “future-proof.”
– Use the Federated Identity and Directory Service layer for other initiatives, such as:

• Federation
• Provisioning
• Delivering context-driven services (e.g. keyword search from any device)

Summary



Questions, Comments?  

For More Information: Complimentary Resource
• White Paper: “Why A Federated Identity and Directory Service Guarantees Immediate 

ROI”

Thank You!

https://www.radiantlogic.com/portfolio-single/why-a-federated-identity-service-guarantees-immediate-roi/

